The Jo’s School mid-term
newsletter for 2019

2019, here we come!
*

The 2019 school year began with 56 children ages 3-6 years
enrolled in the two, prepared Montessori environments at
Jo’s school.

*

Amaarah Hendricks joined the team as a trainee directress
in the Butterfly class/environment.

*

We welcomed the rest of the team back after the muchneeded December holidays.

Running an exceptional educational facility
*

Jo’s school could be a Montessori school anywhere in the
world. Many people entering the school grounds are
pleasantly surprised by what they see inside.

*

The philosophical approach, the didactic materials and the
learning environment are akin to the Montessori schools
internationally.

*

However, surrounding Jo’s school is a community living in
abject poverty. Unemployment, overcrowding, alcoholism
and vandalism are rife.

*

This challenging reality is the daily reality for many of the
children from Jo’s school.

Realising a safe place
for children to just
“be”
*

Jo’s school is a safe-haven where
the children can just “be”.

*

The children from various cultures
and multilingual backgrounds
absorb the serene environment.

*

You can walk in at any time
during the morning and you will
find fifty-six little people hard at
“work”.

*

Some will be writing or eating
breakfast, others counting,
planting, washing, painting,
sweeping or enjoying a midmorning snack during the threehour work cycle.

*

Each classroom environment has
28 children of mixed ages. Two
adults per environment guide the
children in their development.

A devoted team

Merle Soujerman
assisted by
Armina Adams

BUMBLEBEE
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by Amaarah
Hendricks

Cook:

Cleaner:
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Marepula

Maria Witbooi

Chair:

Policy Issues:
Shamiemah
Jassiem

BUTTERFLY CLASS:

Hawa Tayob

Principal:
Shanaaz
Hendricks

Accountant:
Insaaf Davids

Patron and
Founder: Yvonne
Brown

Annual General
Meeting
*

The Annual General meeting took
place on the 27 November 2018
and provided an ideal opportunity
to reflect on the year and share the
vision for Jo’s School.

*

We are fortunate to have a very
dedicated Board committed to
supporting Jo’s school.

*

Members of the Board protect the
organisation by steering the
organisation towards a sustainable
future and protecting the
organisation from ethical, legal and
financial issues.

Introducing the Board
We'd like to introduce to you the team
that will govern and protect Jo’s School
in 2019.
*

Hawa Tayob – ELF Programme
Director

*

Hafiza Fakier – Chairperson

*

Yolanda Lupondo – Treasurer

*

Shamiemah Jassiem – Secretary

*

Najmah Mallick – Director

*

Zaida Asmal – Director

*

Berenice Daniels - Director

*

Nokuthula Shabalala – Director

Achieving steady progress
-Occupational therapy
*

Occupational Therapist Ros and assistant Sophie come
twice a week to work with a group of 4-5-year olds.

*

We have also had Assessors from the same Institution come
to assess the same learners to see if they are improving
within this program.

*

So far, the results show that our ‘Joeys’ are steadily
improving in their learning of key concepts.

Experiencing joy through the performing arts
-Drama
*

ASSETEJ SA is an organisation which aims to provide South
African children with access to quality, performing arts.

*

Partnering with ASSETEJ SA has led to much fun and joy
added to the weekly programme at Jo’s school.

*

This programme uses drama lessons to support the
development of our children’s speech and self-confidence
over time.

Essential skills
-Computer lessons
*

Computer lessons started in the latter half of 2018 and are
continued with the support of Catalyst Fund Managers.

*

This is really enjoyed by the children. It is an essential skill to
put the children at Jo’s in line with the 4th industrial
revolution.

*

We are looking for donations of 4 computers for the two
classrooms, to enable the children to practice their newly
acquired skills.

Nurturing a sense of wonder
-A visit to the Cape Town Science Centre
* “Science centres stimulate curiosity, develop inquiring minds
and expose children and adults to positive new
experiences.”
* “They provide valuable hands-on learning experiences
using world class exhibits that are designed to increase
learners’ skill and understanding of science, technology and
maths.” (www.ctsc.org.za)
* The Jo’s School learners thoroughly enjoyed their visit.

Donors and supporters of Jo’s school
AEON Investments

The Early Learning Foundation Montessori Teacher Training
The Mary Oppenheimer and Daughters Foundation
Catalyst Fund Managers SA
Catalyst Real Estate Financial Services
Private Individuals (Sponsor a child programme)
Richard and Michelle Stewart
Jocelyn Warrington
Vincent van Walt
C&G Battye
HEP Thomas
MySchool Card
J&R Morris (in memory of Jeanette Fortuin)
SANZAF

“What counts in life is not the mere fact that we have lived. It is what
difference we have made to the lives of others that will determine the
significance of the life we lead.”

-“Nelson Mandela “

Wishlist 2019/2020
*

Art supplies

*

Powder Paints

*

Colour Pencils

*

Crayons

*

Pastels

*

Colour paper

*

Computers for use by children

*

Water tanks to divert water from playground

*

Storage cupboards outside for storage of
playground items

*

Balls, scooters, basketball nets for
playground

*

New fencing for playground

*

Montessori equipment for the classrooms

*

Volunteers –welcome

Get involved and save
on taxes
 JO’S SCHOOL
 BANK: FNB
 ACC NO: 626 564 694 28
 BRANCH Code: 250655
 TYPE OF ACC: Current
 (will be issued with an 18 A
certificate)

